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A Tranquil Place
James G. Piatt
There is a tranquil place
in the forest where a hushed
stillness resides under huge
redwood trees, fallen logs,
and piles of yellow leaves.
A place where colorful
flowers dwell in vales
beneath verdant mountains.
A place where softly flowing
brooks glide lazily
through meadows painted
with wildflowers wafting
perfumed fragrances into the air.
A place where downey birds
in their feathery suits sing
their beautiful arias
in the early dawn
as the sun’s rays stray
down the side of mountains,
over oak and pine trees
and down into fields
where dew dissolves
into the soft loam.
A place where one can walk
in the balmy breeze of the soft
warmth of summer days
to find silence and solace.
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Sulfur Springs Loop, Paris Mountain State Park
Anne Waters Green
The trail snakes through mountain terrain. Trees felled
by wind or ice, uprooted by rain, lie worn, stripped.
Nubs of former limbs spike like whittled spears.
Decades of storms have littered this park built
by men coming of age in the Great Depression.
Remnants of their work survive, ragged shapes
marked by gales’ blusters and sleets’ pings. An oak
stands tall, bare. Two forked limbs stretch heavenward
like the cruxifixus dolorosus of the thief who died
pleading to be remembered. A log, hollow, decaying,
rests beside the path, four openings along its bole
as holes of a flute. What airs do spring’s breezes
play wending those apertures, what marches blare
from summer thunderstorms, what elegies as winter’s
snows swirl with only huddling deer to hear.
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Brett McKee, Low and Holy, Photography
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Graffiti
Daniel Birnbaum
enter the cave
to see only shadows
that the old hands invite to dance
in this world
only bones and graffiti are passed on
the walls know well
that they are not here to separate
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Fall
Joanna Hughes
So much, I know, is unintended
even on the good days,
but the moment
light presses through water
to lay itself in wavering hexagons
over a surface
and someone captures it
in just one corner of a photograph,
or it’s there in paint on a canvas
or in the dream where I fall
again and again from a high window
into a sunlit pool,
I’ll call that lucky, take it
whenever it happens.
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Tourist Trade
Mark J. Mitchell
Comfortable tunes
hover over the wharf—
easy relics to caress
strange bills out of stranger pockets.
Gulls patrol the parking lot,
screaming counterpoint, calling night
when San Francisco
will dress herself in lights.
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Caldamere, a Retrospect
Seamus Filcarah
Adrift, I linger in the summer days
I spent within the space of Caldamere,
when I was young and lived in wild ways
and never went without a cause for cheer.
How lovely were those quiet country scenes!
The morning mists ablazed with golden rays,
the mirror lakes enclosed by rolling greens,
and floral fields where flocks would play and graze.
But most of all, I miss the people there
who lived their lives as poets think we should.
They shared and cared and always acted fair,
their goals directed towards a common good.
Oh Caldamere, my home, for thee I yearn!
And yet, to thee, my soul cannot return.
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Inna Malostovker, Perfect Landing, Photography
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Mother Stories
Justina Wiggins
There is a frog and a ghost frog; this much is clear.
Both like to hide behind water lapped stones and clouds of squash
blossoms in the garden. Both will stretch their throats with air,
feel the membrane grow thin and red before releasing.
In the first story the ghost frog eats too many spiders, falls asleep in a web,
and is caught. He sits in a Trickster’s palm: quivers, pees, and still
refuses to jump away. In the second, the real frog is caught but plays dead,
waits for the palm to open, and risks the rocks below.
In our family there are always two versions of each story.
My grandmother wanted to be whole and my mother wanted to be free.
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The Sixth Great Extinction
Tom Fugalli
I’m getting tired of chewing
this piece of bread
they call Jesus.
But I can’t
seem to get
enough wine.
Noah grew tired waiting
for the raven’s return.
“Fuck it, I’ll send the dove.”
That’s where olive
branches come from
and the opposite of war.
I’m starting to suspect
what the raven knew.
We won’t be forgiven.
We know what we do.
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Scientific Marvel
Karen Luke Jackson
The white poster tacked to a wooden stake
leans in a bin of striped green melons
promising SEEDLESS. No bounty
of black ovals flatter than dimes
and smaller than pinkies.
Nothing to gouge from sweet red
meat and spit from porch rails
across lawns on the Fourth.
Nothing to dry in the sun, save
for next year’s garden. No life codes
filling hollows of cantaloupes,
cucumber flesh, or squash bellies.
No promise of another harvest.
Another. Yet another.
Before alteration, hundreds of sleeping
plants nestled in a single tomato.
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Inna Malostovker, Sunshine, Photography.
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Mauna Kea Beach, Hawaii
Anne Randolph
The burly Polynesian man at Mauna Kea Beach Resort's entrance turns us away.
"Sorry, no public parking places left." Undaunted, we follow our guidebook's
advice, drive to Hapuna, the next beach south of us. We park our car and
find an angel who gives us directions to the dirt path to Mauna Kea, the most
beautiful white sand beach on the Big Island.
Wearing sandals and armed with beach umbrellas, snorkel masks, flippers,
towels, and hope, we find the path going up a hillside. Soon the trail becomes
rough and uneven, surrounded by scrub brush. We sidestep down sunny steep
hillsides, sliding on pebbles. Our cumbersome baggage slows us. We're on our
own El Camino Primitivo, a private pilgrimage.
My partner holds out his hand to help me down a vertical drop. A half hour
later, two hikers approach us. I ask, "How much farther?" One smiles and says,
"You're almost there, and the going gets easier." A sense of relief shoots through
me. A small flock of chattering birds begins to guide us, flying just ahead,
landing in small trees. Soon we are out of the hot sun's glare.
The path levels out. Around a bend, the top curve of the crescent beach
appears like a mirage. The trail gently drops down, and we arrive. Our feet sink
into the gritty, warm white sand. We find a place on the gorgeous beach to
plant our pink, yellow, and blue-striped umbrellas. My partner plops down on a
towel in circular shadows.
I sprint to the ocean, fling myself into the embrace of gentle waves, am
baptized by soft water's balm. It's like lotion. The hard journey has slipped away.
One with the ocean, I swim with sea turtles.
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Megaptera Novaeangliae
Allana Stuart
Humpback
slumped back
in the sand,
when we got here you still
held the shape of a whale
washed belly up
on the beach.
Now your ridged skin splits
until you
seep back into the sea,
your long bones
exposed to the air
twist and turn
as if seeking the sun.
But your carcass forms a cavern,
shelters the sandpipers
picking maggots
from your flesh,
tiny beaks dipping
in and out of
the putrid pool you’ve become.
In winter I’m sure
the eagles will arrive
to tear up what’s left of you
with talons sharp like knives.
By then I'll be long gone
but still haunted by
your scent
even with an ocean
between us.
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Sandcastles
Melissa Gill
Our love was a sandcastle
built in an hourglass.
When
time changed us,
our whole world collapsed.
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Poetry of the Moon
Benjamin L. Pérez

For Bashō
Full moon
staring down
its reflection.
------------------Gumusservi
Moonbeams
lovingly weaving
silk pajamas for the sea.
------------------Moonset
Twilit casaba
pulled yet again
from vesper’s vine.
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Kimberly Chong, Broad-billed Hummingbird, Digital Art.
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Hold Up The Sky
Ruth Niemiec
The back of my knees against the cool, smooth, sharp-edged concrete steps at
your parents’ house. Quiet whispers and muffled laughter into the back of each
other’s hands, trying not to wake the sleeping.
It feels like a long time now when you pushed your palms against my palm. I
watched the glitter on your forehead, the sweat of a day, down by the river and
we smoked secret cigarettes, and you blew rings and blew my mind.
I willed it to last forever. You.
I remember you living, remember you breathing, remember you laughing into
eternity. The echo endless and spiralling.
Under the fig tree, under the streetlights, under the view of them, under the
moon, grand and swollen, but nothing matched the hands expanding in my
heart for you.
Coming home felt no different this year. Coming home felt like coming home to
you. Coming home didn’t feel blue, and when I arrived at my parent’s backyard,
the water jetting from the sprinklers bled sepia. The dahlias were different. My
mother’s eyes full of pain for me and you and everyone that you knew.
I rode past your parents’ house, but the porch light was off.
I wish I could come back to you. Come home to you, feel the cold with you,
under the moonlight, standing beside you. I’ll be leaving without you and with
you.
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Under the Allspice Tree
Lakshmi Krishnakumar
I think of a memory from long ago, on a day when the afternoon clouded over
the village. As aunts and uncles drifted to different rooms in the stupor of a
post-lunch delirium, the sounds of the insects from the thickets surrounded
the house, as if singing lullabies for a collective siesta. I stepped out for a walk
in the sun, and ran into my grandfather standing under a tree in the backyard.
The chorus of various insect life reached its peak and continued for a while.
Ammachan was rubbing a crushed leaf between his fingers. When I walked over
to him, he stretched it out to me and silently indicated that I smell it. It smelled
like my mother’s spice box. He nodded at nothing in particular, and in his quiet
way, explained to me that this was an allspice tree, and that though the seeds
were used in cooking usually, the leaves themselves smelled of various spices.
We stood there in silence for a while longer and slowly walked back to the house.
Everybody else was still asleep, so Ammachan decided to continue exploring
different trees in the yard. I picked up a book but instead of reading, dozed off to
sleep on the cool red oxide floor of the sitting room.

Ammachan worked in the agricultural department of the state government. As

a young man, he had moved to the city but travelled the Kerala countryside,
estimating produce and advising farmers on fertilisers. In his off-work hours, he
was involved in the local branch of the socialist party, and I often sensed that
these two realms of him merged in his personality.
After his death in 2018, we explored the books he had locked in his glass
bookcase. Political treatises, books on Soviet experiments with collective
farming, and magazines from the 1970s were arranged in a tumultuous mix.
On top of the book shelf we found a handmade fan, a spread-out palm leaf tied
with metal wires to a bamboo stick. To prevent the edges of the leaf from fraying,
a piece of fabric was stitched over the edges. Ammachan had a way with making
things from coconut fronds and palm leaves. We would sit on the parapet around
the well at dusk, foliage scattered around us on the ground. He weaved baskets
and balls from coconut fronds as my cousins and I waited impatiently. We played
with machingas, baby coconuts, many of which had fallen around the yard. If
we struck a machinga against a rock, the little palm-sized thing would break
open, revealing its fibrous white interior and emit a strong scent that I could only
characterise as ‘green’. My grandfather’s hands smelled ‘green’ too when he was
done making tiny baskets for us to put our toys in.
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When he was diagnosed with cancer in the stomach, I told myself I would learn
from him the skill of making these baskets and balls. But he was left weakened by
his chemotherapy, and I was left complacent in youth’s foolish belief that there
was all the time in the world. I did not learn how to make baskets from coconut
fronds.

Ammachan liked to pickle fruits and vegetables. Every summer, in anticipation

of the arrival of his grandchildren, he would embark on his annual pickling. Raw
papayas, beets, carrots, and mangoes were chopped up and put, along with green
chillies, in glass bottles or clay jars filled with brine. The windowsills were lined
with these bottles, which caught the sunlight and glinted in the dark kitchen. The
children would dig into the bottles after lunch or during teatime and take out the
sliced mango pieces, and the tart and faintly spicy flavour would explode in our
mouths.
We continue this tradition. My mother and I pickle mangoes and papayas each
summer and store the bottles in a fridge. When we bite into the raw papayas, the
salt, the spice, and the pungency of fermentation brings to me the image of my
grandfather sitting by the kitchen counter, slicing fruits, measuring out salt, and
making slits on the bird’s eye chillies.
It’s been four years since my grandfather died. I try to fight the temptation to
glorify the dead. He was human after all, and he could not be bothered to take
part in domestic affairs. He wasn’t what one would call a ‘progressive’. But on
his passing, I remembered simple things about our shared times together. In his
illustrated books, I learned that our simple konnapoovu was called laburnum in
English. I learned how to read Malayalam as I would watch his fingers trace the
lines he was reading to me. I learned how he was insistent that his land be sold
only to a person who would use it as farmland and nothing else.
I learned about the allspice tree.
The allspice tree still stands there. It has grown taller than it was when
Ammachan and I had stood under it last. I can still see him, in his crisp white
mundu, crushing the leaves between his fingers. Now when I pluck out a leaf
and crush it in my hand and inhale the fragrance, I recall Amma’s spice box and
Ammachan’s afternoon lessons.
Now, inside the house, laughter and chatter die down as everyone once again
drifts into dark nooks for their siestas. I drop the crushed leaf on the ground and
continue walking towards the dense foliage in the corner of the front yard, trying
to recollect names from my grandfather’s books.
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Immortality
Eliza Blanchard
I want to die like a tree.
I want to be left where I fall,
cushioned by moss, leaves, and
the fragrance of pine.
I’d like to be home for mushrooms
and their brothers, fungus and lichen.
Let British soldiers bivouac along my arms.
Let beetles burrow and their larvae hatch
within me. Let ants march out from me.
What better fate than to be future’s feast?
If I shelter myriad others,
if there’s sanctuary in my bones,
I could lie down in silence.
I could die content to let rain,
snow, and ice tease flesh from sinew.
When death comes,
I’d prefer to molder a little
each season, and let the four
elements carry my fire home.
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Under the Willow
Norman Cristofoli
Sunlight wavers
as long wistful branches
gently move in the breeze
The motion soothes and calms
Sound is the resonance
of an ancient chime
Birds seek solace
in its branches
as I do in its roots
I look up whilst
they look down
each of us seeking purpose
Tattered long brown leaves
adorn the ground
reinventing the earth
I compose verse
while they decompose
into rich, nutrient loam
I could only wish my words
had as much meaning
as their rot
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be more than a drop in the ocean
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